Managing Climate Extremes
in the Mallee and Wimmera
Diversification, innovation & risk management
= Rural resilience

Is all we need is Hope

Grain Farming in Medium to Low Rainfall
Environments
• Climate Challenge – Two Responses
• Mitigation & Adaptation
• Three Choices

• Diversification Innovation & Risk Management
Increasing resilience of triple bottom line

Profitability, Environment and Community
• Is all that is needed Hope?

Why Region Not Sectoral
• Need both Incremental and Transformational choices to be
made
• Farmers are Multi Industry
• Family Farms still are dominate ownership/capital structure
• Climate is experienced at a location as weather

• Climate extremes equally impacting on Ecosystems and Soils
• People are social beings and a sense of place is important to
empower change

Diversification; Innovation; Risk
Mission

2019

To improve the prosperity of Australia's broadacre farmers through science based research and extension .
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Knowledge and Demonstrable choices

Underpinning
Knowledge

Climate Knowledge Projects
FWFA Climate Extremes MCV Communication, Climate Guides
Industry funded research projects – Sydney Uni Heat extremes; LatTrobe Early Sowing Wheat, CMA Soil Carbon; Canola phenolgy

Empowered farmers
Collecting Data

Soil Testing; Weather Stations and soil sensor networks

Data Farmer

BCG & farmer data sharing permissions

Diversification options Intensification and livestock

BCG microgrid demonstration
Projects

Birchip Community Network
(William Buckland Foundation)
Birchip University

Improving Connectivity

Community transformation

AgTIDE Regional Partnership
On-Farm Experimentation 2 – Food Agility CRC collaboration (Curtin University led)
Graft Aus-India AgTech Challenge
CSIRO data tool box
Yield Prophet

Veski fellowships
COALA project (EU and
University of Melbourne)

NLP Grazing Stubbles
HPSOILS CRC Projects

NLP GAPP

Resilience focused

Risk

Environment;
Ensuring the natural resource base
is improved

Profitability/Self;
Standard of living Aspirations of
betterment

Resilience
Sweet spot

Community;
Having a collective of people to
share common experience with

Diversification

Innovation

Rural Resilience
• Rural resilience may be defined as the capacity of a rural region
to adapt to changing external circumstances in such a way that
a satisfactory standard of living is maintained
• A rural area’s people, community and resources ability to cope
with the area’s inherent economic, ecological and cultural
vulnerability.
Wim Heijman1, Geoffrey Hagelaar2, Martijn van der Heide3

• For me Resilience is not the response. It is the investment in
the preparation

•

Resilience and Hope
Hope locates itself in the premises that we don’t know what will happen and that
in the spaciousness of uncertainty is room to act. When you recognise uncertainty,
you recognise that you may be able to influence the outcomes – you alone or you in
concert with a few dozen or several million others.

Hope is an embrace of the unknown and the unknowable, an alternative to the
certainty of both optimists and pessimists. Optimists think it will all be fine without
our involvement; pessimists adopt the opposite position; both excuse themselves
from acting.
It is the belief that what we do matters even though how and when it may matter,
who and what it may impact, are not things we can know beforehand. We may not, in
fact, know them afterwards either, but they matter all the same, and history is full of
people whose influence was most powerful after they were gone.
Rebecca Solnit
•

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2016/jul/15/rebecca-solnit-hope-in-the-dark-new-essay-embrace-unknown

